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**BEND STRAW SPINNER**

1. **TWO BENT STRAWS**
   - RUBBER BAND
   - Design: Sanjay Kapur
   - BEAD

2. **MAKE 1-CM CUT ALONG LENGTH**

3. **PRESS - INSERT IN OTHER STRAW...**

4. **...TO MAKE A LONG STRAW**
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BEFORE BLOWING

6 YELLOW STRAW LIFTS LIKE ELEPHANT’S TRUNK

AFTER BLOWING
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PLACE LOOSE BEAD LOCK WITH RUBBER BAND

THE BENT ENDS ARE IN DIFFERENT PLANES

THE STRAW WILL ROTATE INSIDE THE BEAD.
THE BEAD WILL ACT LIKE A BEARING.
ON BLOWING STRAW WILL SPIN IN CIRCLES

ROTATE RED BEND BY 180- DEGREES
STRAW WILL SPIN IN OPPOSITE DIRECTION
AS THE BOY BLOWS THE STRAW SPINNER
SPIN ROUND-AND-ROUND IN CIRCLES
In different planes. On holding the bead in the mouth and blowing the straw will rotate in circles.

Place a loose bead on a short end and wrap a rubber band as a stopper. The two short ends will be

a

blew the straw will lift up like an Elephant's trunk.

Keep both ends bent in the same direction. When you make a longer straw, this will

the other straw. This will

be the length of one. Press

Make a 2 cm cut along

Take two bend straws.

Scissors

Bead

Rubber Band

Bent Straws

YOU NEED

ELKPHANTS TRUNK